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Highlights. 24 
- Herbicide transport showed a lower dependence on flow compared to nutrients 25 
- Uncertainty is related to the relationship between the chemograph and hydrograph 26 
- The correlation between flux and flow can help guide estimator selection 27 
- Choice of estimator can be crucial depending on chemograph and sampling strategy 28 
- Usefulness of load estimates rely on sufficient sampling effort 29 
Abstract art. 30 
 31 
Keywords. Flood monitoring, chemograph hydrograph relationship, load estimation, resampling, 32 
uncertainty.  33 
Abstract: The aim of this study was to understand the uncertainty of estimating loads for observed 34 
herbicides and nutrients during a flood event and provide guidance on estimator selection. A high-35 
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resolution grab sampling campaign (258 samples over 100 hours) was conducted during a flood 36 
event in a tropical waterway in Queensland, Australia. Ten herbicides and three nutrient compounds 37 
were detected at elevated concentrations. Each had a unique chemograph with differences in 38 
transport processes (e.g. dependence on flow, dilution processes and timing of concentration 39 
pulses). Resampling from the data set was used to assess uncertainty. Bias existed at lower sampling 40 
efforts but depended on estimator properties as sampling effort increased: the interpolation, ratio 41 
and regression estimators became unbiased. Large differences were observed in precision and the 42 
importance of sampling effort and estimator selection depended on the relationship between the 43 
chemograph and hydrograph. The variety of transport processes observed and the resultant 44 
variability in uncertainty suggest that useful load estimates can only be obtained with sufficient 45 
samples and appropriate estimator selection. We provide a rationale to show the latter can be 46 
guided across sampling periods by selecting an estimator where the sampling regime or the 47 
relationship between the chemograph and hydrograph meet its assumptions: interpolation becomes 48 
more correct as sampling effort increases and the ratio becomes more correct as the r
2
 correlation 49 
between flux and flow increases (e.g. > 0.9); a stratified composite sampling approach, even with 50 
random samples, is a promising alternative.  51 
1.0 Introduction. 52 
Quantification of chemical loads in waterways is an important consideration within water quality 53 
frameworks to identify key pollutants of concern, quantify trends in water quality (Cha et al. 2010), 54 
set water quality targets and assess the validity of deterministic models (Carroll et al. 2012). Deriving 55 
load estimates is seemingly straightforward in which the load (e.g. kilograms),  is the integral of the 56 
flux (or loading rate, e.g. g s
-1
),   – the product of instantaneous concentration and flow – over a 57 
defined period of time,  (eq 1). 58 
	 = 	  		
  (1) 
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However, even though flow can be measured near-continuously (and is assumed to provide accurate 59 
measurements of flow), concentration data for a target chemical, or a suite of chemicals, is often 60 
derived from discrete sampling techniques and complicates this task. Warmink et al. (2010) provide 61 
a useful framework for identifying and classifying uncertainty. Input uncertainty arises from the 62 
sampling methodology and, to compensate for gaps in the time series, a range of algorithms 63 
(estimators) are available to estimate loads using measured flow and concentration data. The 64 
different estimators can broadly be grouped into averaging (extrapolation or interpolation), 65 
regression (or rating curve), and ratio (or flow-weighted mean concentration) estimator categories 66 
and each is based on assumptions about the relationship between either the concentration (e.g. μg 67 
L
-1
) or flux of a chemical with flow (e.g. m
3
 s
-1
) to derive load estimates. Model structure uncertainty 68 
exists as these estimators are empirical without physical justification and can therefore be violated. 69 
This causes uncertainty to vary depending on the target chemical and site-specific conditions; not 70 
only has uncertainty varied within and across studies, but also no single estimator has been 71 
consistently the most effective in reducing uncertainty for multiple chemicals (Preston et al. 1989, 72 
Kronvang and Bruhn 1996, Littlewood et al. 1998, Birgand et al. 2010, Jiang et al. 2014). The best 73 
choice for a catchment, sampling program or chemical is therefore not always obvious with limited 74 
sampled data. Yet, significant differences can exist depending on the estimator selected (Webb et al. 75 
1997) and is regarded as contextual uncertainty. 76 
Periods of higher flow such as flooding can deliver significant portions of an annual load – 77 
particularly for naturally occurring solutes such as metals and nutrients (Jordan et al. 2012). For 78 
water-soluble organic pollutants such as herbicides, the timing of pesticide application is also 79 
important (Vecchia et al. 2008); the first rainfall event following application periods can mobilise the 80 
majority of the chemical mass delivered annually. In tropical catchments adjacent to the Great 81 
Barrier Reef in Australia, this is often observed for both natural and anthropogenic solutes (Mitchell 82 
et al. 2005). A stratified sampling approach, with higher sampling efforts during a flood, coupled 83 
with stratified estimators (separating flood samples for load estimation) can therefore markedly 84 
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reduce uncertainty in annual load estimates for example (Preston et al. 1992, Cooper and Watts 85 
2002, Schleppi et al. 2006, Defew et al. 2013). This uncertainty is reduced because greater 86 
uncertainty exists during periods of flooding due to challenges experienced from a sampling (data 87 
input) and an estimation (model context and structure) perspective.  88 
 From a sampling perspective, these periods are difficult to sample. Automated samplers are 89 
considered the most useful option to monitor floods with the ability to sample proportional to time 90 
or flow. However, they encounter challenges related to maintenance and operation while availability 91 
to set up at each monitoring site is limited and, in their absence, grab sampling is the preferred 92 
option. (We recently published on the viability of passive samplers as a useful alternative (Novic et 93 
al. 2017) and is a research area requiring further investigation). Logistically, grab sampling requires 94 
an immediate response from personnel to meteorological forecasts, which may have sites that are 95 
remote, while field conditions may either limit access to midstream velocity or site access 96 
completely (Novic et al. 2017). In addition, responses to collect samples are often dependent on the 97 
time of day (i.e. daylight). The resultant grab samples can therefore be described as opportunistic 98 
and unlikely to be representative for multiple target chemicals undergoing different transport 99 
processes.  100 
From an estimation perspective, floods complicate an already complex relationship between the 101 
chemograph and hydrograph (Kurtenbach et al. 2006). The rapid changes in both the chemograph 102 
and hydrograph relative to the measurement frequency increase uncertainty. In addition, the unique 103 
responses of each and their relationship to each other – depending on the characteristics of the 104 
catchment (e.g. flow pathways), chemical (e.g. physicochemical properties), rainfall event (e.g. 105 
intensity and distribution) and antecedent conditions – cause uncertainty to vary between events. 106 
Assuming an estimator does make correct assumptions about the initial relationship between the 107 
chemograph and hydrograph of a chemical, such an event will therefore violate those assumptions 108 
and affect uncertainty. 109 
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The increased uncertainty coupled with the delivery of most annual loads underline the importance 110 
of accurate load estimates for floods yet little understanding exists to date on the extent and 111 
variation in uncertainty during such periods. A few works have investigated uncertainties with 112 
limited samples under variable hydrological conditions (Preston et al. 1992, Kuhnert et al. 2012, 113 
Defew et al. 2013) while one has investigated the uncertainty inherent in estimating loads during 114 
flood events (Salles et al. 2008), but these works have in part been limited with the resolution of 115 
samples during floods. A different approach to compensate the difficulty of collecting high-116 
resolution data has been to simulate artificial data to replicate different chemograph patterns (King 117 
and Harmel 2003, King et al. 2005, Miller et al. 2007). The effect of rainfall events and complex 118 
chemical transport processes during floods on uncertainty therefore requires further evaluation, 119 
particularly with real data. 120 
Numerous studies have investigated uncertainties in load estimation through resampling simulations 121 
for sediments (Walling and Webb 1981, Ferguson 1986), nutrients (Shih et al. 1994, Johnes 2007) 122 
and to a lesser extent metals (Preston et al. 1989, Schleppi et al. 2006) and dissolved organic carbon 123 
(Cooper and Watts 2002). Organic pollutants have received significantly less attention with a couple 124 
of studies covering some aspect about estimator performance on polychlorinated biphenyls (Preston 125 
et al. 1989, Godfrey et al. 1995), insecticides and herbicides (Godfrey et al. 1995, Webb et al. 1997, 126 
Chen et al. 2017), and one on polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (Godfrey et al. 1995). Monitoring 127 
loads of herbicides (Sudo et al. 2002), their specification among other constituents in different loads 128 
monitoring programs (Carroll et al. 2012), and the importance of flood events therefore warrants 129 
further evaluation of their uncertainties and has motivated the current work. 130 
This paper had four objectives formulated after completing a high-resolution sampling campaign 131 
during a flood event in a tropical creek in Queensland, Australia. (1) Calculate the event loads for a 132 
variety of herbicides and nutrients. (2) Investigate differences between chemographs for selected 133 
target chemicals. (3) Evaluate the performance of different estimators and sampling efforts for all 134 
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target chemicals. And (4) provide guidance on estimator selection based on the relationship 135 
between the chemograph and hydrograph. Artificial data was additionally simulated to support our 136 
findings. 137 
2.0 Materials and methods. 138 
2.1 Study site.  139 
Barratta Creek – a dry-tropical creek in Queensland, Australia with a catchment area of 1830.7 km
2
 – 140 
met our criteria required for this study. This included (1) high frequency flow measurements 141 
measured from a gauging station, (2) access to a safe site under difficult weather conditions, (3) 142 
confidence of herbicide and nutrient occurrence due to extensive irrigated sugarcane production in 143 
the upper sub-catchment, and (4) knowledge of the expected herbicides from previous studies 144 
undertaken (Lewis et al. 2009, Davis et al. 2012, O'Brien et al. 2016). The study was organised so that 145 
the first major rainfall event was captured.  146 
2.2 Data collection. 147 
The flow event was sampled 23-27 January 2013 and was driven by a tropical low (ex-Tropical 148 
Cyclone Ita). Intensive sampling began 9.5 hours prior to the first inflection point (10% probability 149 
exceedance threshold = 5.7 m
3
 s
-1
). Peak discharge was 435 m
3
 s
-1
 and occurred 41 hours after 150 
intensive sampling commenced. This event had a return period of 3.7 years. Total discharge was 151 
61,800,000 m
3
. The closest functioning rainfall gauge station (~9.1 km) recorded 233 mm of rain 152 
between these sampling dates (mean annual rainfall 703 mm). The sampling location was ~3.2 km 153 
upstream from the gauging station and was selected due to it being the most logistically feasible and 154 
safest sampling location for high frequency flood sampling; occupational health and safety 155 
challenges from this sampling event and additional information surrounding the event are discussed 156 
in Novic et al. (2017). Samples were collected at 15-minute intervals to match the corresponding 157 
flow measurements for the first 34 hours. Due to occupational health and safety aspects associated 158 
with flood sampling, two extended periods were not sampled for two consecutive nights. Sampling 159 
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frequency decreased to half-hourly and hourly intervals for the last 15 hours of sampling. In total, 160 
258 samples were collected over a 100-hour period. All samples collected corresponded to the 161 
timing of the discharge recordings. Samples were processed and analysed for selected herbicides 162 
(including two metabolites) and nutrients in the dissolved phase: ametryn, asulam, atrazine, 163 
atrazine-desethyl, atrazine-desisopropyl, diuron, imidacloprid, metolachlor, metribuzin and simazine 164 
as herbicides and filterable reactive phosphorus (FRP), NOX and  NH as nutrients. Herbicides 165 
detected in all samples were selected. The investigated herbicides are water soluble and with 166 
residual (pre-emergent) application; a high proportion of these herbicides have been shown to 167 
partition in the dissolved fraction (Davis et al. 2012). Further details are described in the 168 
supplementary material (SI 1). 169 
2.3 Missing data treatment and load calculation. 170 
While flow data were available for all time points, there were missing periods in the concentration 171 
data. To treat these periods in calculation of the true load and in modelling the sampled 172 
distributions, the two extended periods not sampled were excluded from the data while linear 173 
interpolation was applied to treat the remaining gaps (due to half-hourly and hourly sampling) 174 
̂ =	 −	 −	 	 −	 +	 
where in the absence of sampled concentration values (), ̂ is the ith missing value (to be 175 
interpolated) relative to the discharge at ,  is the ith time for which  needs to be estimated, 176 
 and  are the times of sampling for  and  which are the neighbouring measured 177 
concentrations (Joo et al. 2012). Loads for each chemical were then calculated using eq. 3 where 178 
∆ = 900	 and  are the total time steps in the flood event,  .  179 
  	≈ 	"#$ ∆ 
(2) 
(3) 
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Data was collated from this study and three others to quantify annual loads in the water year 180 
defined from October 2012 to September 2013 (Wallace et al. 2015, O'Brien et al. 2016, Novic et al. 181 
2017). Data was linearly interpolated across all sampling time points and the contribution of the 182 
flood to the annual period was then quantified. 183 
2.4 Modelling. 184 
The modelling exercise was performed using the software programme R (R Core Team 2016) using 185 
the data set after treating the missing data. Simple random sampling was used as the resampling 186 
method where samples were randomly collected without replacement. The sampling effort is the 187 
number of samples collected in each realisation. Concentrations of each chemical and the 188 
concurrent flow were subset from the data set and this was repeated to generate 10,000 realisations 189 
for each sampling effort. Sampling efforts started by subsampling 2 samples and increased by a 190 
factor of two on each iteration up until 128 samples were randomly collected (2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 and 191 
128). 192 
A load was then estimated from each realisation for each chemical using a suite of estimators (Table 193 
1). This included six averaging methods (equations 1-6), two interpolation methods (equations 7-8), 194 
five ratio methods (equations 9-13) and 20 regression methods (equations 14-33). Interpolation 195 
methods are defined as a subset of averaging methods that rely on the interpolation of 196 
concentration data. As highlighted in the introduction, stratification of estimators between low- and 197 
high-flow samples is recommended to reduce uncertainty. As this study only focusses on high-flow 198 
samples, both sampling and the estimation algorithms are stratified. 199 
2.5 Evaluative criteria and estimator selection. 200 
The reference (true) load is the load calculated for each chemical using eq. 3. Robust measures of 201 
location and scale were used to assess bias and precision. As a result, the median is used to assess 202 
(4) 
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bias against the reference load and the robust coefficient of variation (CV) is used to assess precision 203 
of estimators for all chemicals  204 
%&'(	)* = +,% ∙ 0.74133  
where IQR is the interquartile range and M is the median (PTA 2016). The numerator is a normalised 205 
IQR where 0.7413 is a constant and makes it comparable to a standard deviation while the median is 206 
a robust measure of central tendency compared to the arithmetic mean.  207 
3.0 Results and discussion. 208 
To narrow the discussion and better illuminate differences between estimator categories, the best 209 
performing estimator of each category was selected: equation 3 is an extrapolation of the sampled 210 
mean, equation 8 is linear interpolation, equation 10 is Beale’s ratio estimator, and equation 14 is an 211 
ordinary least squares regression using untransformed concentration and flow to derive regression 212 
coefficients (45
, 45). These estimators are respectively referred to as the averaging, interpolation, 213 
ratio and regression estimators for the remainder of this paper. 214 
3.1 Observed event loads and contribution to annual load. 215 
The data gaps excluded from the calculated load accounted for 50% of total discharge during the 216 
event. Excluding these discharge time points, the loads exported in the dissolved phase were 155 kg 217 
for atrazine, 16 kg for diuron, 16 kg for metribuzin, 9.8 kg for asulam, 2.8 kg for ametryn, 3.5 kg for 218 
metolachlor, 1.0 kg for imidacloprid and 0.7 kg for simazine. Atrazine-desethyl (18 kg) and atrazine-219 
desisopropyl (7.6 kg) also accounted for a considerable portion of the load; the majority of atrazine-220 
desethyl is likely to be a metabolite of atrazine rather than simazine given the proportion atrazine 221 
contributed to the total herbicide load. For the nutrients analysed, 44 tonnes of oxidised nitrogen 222 
(NOX = nitrate + nitrite), 5 tonnes of filterable reactive phosphorus (FRP) and 0.84 tonnes of NH 223 
were exported.  224 
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225 
Table 1 – Algorithms tested in the estimation of loads 
Averaging Ratio Regression: concentration Regression: flux 
1
a 6 7"8		
 
$ 9 7"
8 		
 
$ 9 9f :̂, 14 " 	;	45
 +	45<
#
$  24 "'=
 +	'=
#
$  
2 6 7"8		
 
$ 9 7"
, 		
#
$ 9 10g %= 	>??
?@ 1 +	A18 − 1B	CDE̅G
1 +	A18 − 1B	1 + CEH	IH JKK
KL 	, 15 " 	;	MNOP45
 +	45 ln S<#$  25 "MNOP'=
 +	'= ln S	
#
$  
3
 ,"8		
 
$  11
h :̅, +	 18 − 1 P ̅ − 	 :̅GS 16k " 	;	MNOP45
 +	45 ln SMNO2.651CH<
#
$  26
k "MNO;P'=
 +	'= ln SMNO2.651CH<	#$  
4
b 	"8 		
 
$  12
i %= W1 +	X18 −	 1	Y	ZCEHGH − CDE̅G [\, 17l " 	W	MNOP45
 +	45 ln SMNO ]H^2 \
#
$  27
l "MNO WP'=
 +	'= ln S ]H^2 \	
#
$  
5
c "8_ `"a_a_
 b
a$ c
H
_$  13
j dO:̂ − O − 1O 	:̂ +	 :̂He , 18m " 	7	MNOP45
 +	45 ln S 18"MNO
 
$ f9
#
$  28
m "MNO 7P'=
 +	'= ln S 18"MNO
 
$ f9	
#
$  
6
d "g8g `"agag
 b
a$ c
H
g$    19-23 
Methods 14-18 were tested with robust 
fitted ordinary least squares regression 
coefficients P45
∗, 45∗S. 29-33 
Methods 24-28 were tested with robust 
fitted ordinary least squares regression 
coefficients P'=
∗, '=∗S. 
7 "` +	2 "

 c
 
$      
  
8
e "̂#$  Where ̂ = 	
]jkl	]jmljkl	jml 	 −	 +	. When n = 1, ̂ = 0 and when n = , ̂# = 0 
Notation o The oth time period sampled p  Total number of time periods. q  Number of samples collected. r Total time in seconds st × vw × p. x,xI   Total flow, mean total flow. y, yI Sampled flow, mean sampled flow. z, zG, z{  Sampled concentration, mean sampled 
 concentration, interpolated concentration. |, |̅  Sampled flux z ∙ y, mean sampled flux. } Flow-stratified sampling where  } = v are 
 all time periods  < xI  and } = ~ are all time 
 periods  ≥	xI. 
 Flow-stratified sampling based on phase (O) of 
 hydrograph (rising and falling limb) where O = 1 
 are all time periods  <  (maximum discharge) 
 and O = 2 are all time periods ≥ .   Estimated ratio of the full population A D̅GB. {   Estimated ratio of the sampled population A DE̅GB. y~ Variance of flow squared. |y Covariance of flux and flow. 
 
 
t, v Fitted ordinary least squares regression coefficients 
 with  and  of the sampled data. 45
 is the y-intercept 
 and 45 is the slope. t, v Fitted ordinary least squares regression coefficients 
 with  and  of the sampled data. '=
 is the y-intercept 
 and '= is the slope. z~  Variance of residual in prediction of concentration 
 squared.  Standard error of the estimate of the rating curve. o The nth residual from the regression model and is 
 equivalent to the mean of the exponentiated residuals. 
a) Walling and Webb 1981. b) Littlewood 1995. c) Marsh 2011. d) Preston et al. 1989. e) Joo et al. 2012. f) Cochran 1977.  g) Beale 1962. h) Hartley and Ross 1954.  i) Tin 1965. 
j) Quenouille 1956. k) Ferguson 1986. l) Koch and Smillie 1986. m) Duan 1986. 
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The total discharge from this event (100 hours) accounted for 56% of discharge during the 226 
monitored water year. The proportion of this event to the estimated annual herbicide loads was 83% 227 
for atrazine, 65% for diuron, 79% for metribuzin, 71% for asulam, 55% for ametryn, 38% for 228 
metolachlor, 74% for imidacloprid, 82% for simazine, and 69% and 66% for atrazine-desisopropyl 229 
and -desethyl respectively. For annual nutrient loads, this was 80% for NOX, 68% for FRP and 43% for 230 
NH. 231 
3.2 Comparison of chemographs. 232 
The relationship of all reported chemicals to flow and instream velocity is shown in Figure 1A. The 233 
shape of the hydrograph was largely time-symmetrical with steep rising and recession limbs (slightly 234 
longer duration for the recession limb). Inflections in velocity were related to water level in the 235 
cross-section (see SI 2). 236 
Nutrients showed a higher dependence on flow and velocity throughout the event compared to 237 
herbicides and elevated nutrient occurrence was associated with the onset of direct runoff. 238 
Inflections in velocity typically marked inflections in concentration. Strong positive covariance 239 
existed between FRP and velocity throughout the event while NH and NOX was controlled by 240 
dilution processes with NH decaying exponentially with time.  241 
Herbicide occurrence varied depending on the chemical. Fluctuations in concentration were evident 242 
prior to direct runoff and its onset generally saw concentrations rapidly increase and coincide with 243 
velocity before being controlled by dilution and exhaustion processes, except for imidacloprid and 244 
ametryn. Imidacloprid appeared to reduce in scatter as the event progressed; for ametryn, multiple 245 
(smaller) pulses in concentration were observed in the rising limb with its peak concentration 246 
occurring in the recession limb.  Diuron, atrazine-desethyl and to some extent atrazine-desisopropyl 247 
decayed approximately linearly with time for the duration of the event. Atrazine, simazine, 248 
metribuzin, asulam and metolachlor decayed exponentially with time and largely plateaued prior to 249 
peak discharge, but the magnitude and rate of decay of the latter three was greater. For example, 250 
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metolachlor plateaued approximately 100-fold lower than its peak in concentration (1.9 µg L
-1
) and 251 
atrazine plateaued approximately 10-fold lower than its peak in concentration (21 µg L
-1
); the 252 
duration of their respective pulses in concentration lasted 12 and 18 hours and during these periods, 253 
2/3 and 1/4 of their total loads were transported. This first-order decay in concentration for most 254 
herbicides resulted in clockwise hysteresis loops while a counter-clockwise loop of the load was 255 
observed for ametryn (Figure 1B). A ‘loop’ was not necessarily evident for metribuzin, asulam and 256 
metolachlor due to the magnitude of decay. 257 
The first flush phenomenon,  defined as 55% of pollutant load delivered in 50% of total event 258 
volume (Metadier and Bertrand-Krajewski 2012), was observed for all chemicals except ametryn 259 
(Figure 1C). From these chemicals, a significant first flush, defined as more than 80% of pollutant 260 
load delivered in 30% of total event volume (Bertrand-Krajewski et al. 1998), was observed for 261 
metolachlor where 84% of the load was exported. All chemicals except ametryn and FRP peaked 262 
before peak discharge (the strong association with velocity suggests that peak FRP concentrations 263 
occurred at peak discharge). For the remaining chemicals that experienced a pulse in concentration, 264 
the peaks in concentration were not synchronous but coincided with the first pulse in velocity 265 
suggesting a kinematic wave effect. No time-lag was observed for diuron, a 2 ½ h lag was observed 266 
for metolachlor, 4 h for asulam and metribuzin, 5 h for atrazine-desethyl, 6 h for NH, NOX, atrazine 267 
and simazine, and 11 ½ h for atrazine-desisopropyl. 268 
3.3 Estimator performance. 269 
The estimators reported on in this study were the best performers out of each category (see Section 270 
2.5). The results of the modelling study are plotted in Figure 2 and elucidate differences in precision 271 
and bias between sampling efforts and chemicals for the selected estimators. 272 
For the estimators at the focus of this study, the results show that no estimator performed best 273 
across all chemicals and sampling efforts which is in agreement with the literature. At higher 274 
sampling efforts (16 or more samples) however, interpolation provided the most accurate estimates 275 
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in more than 2/5 of all 10,000 realisations for all chemicals; it was essentially unbiased with the 276 
highest precision. The following sections (3.3.1 and 3.3.2) will therefore focus on lower sampling 277 
efforts. 278 
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 279 
Figure 1. A) Relationship of chemograph and hydrograph of each chemical. Solid black line: flow. Dotted black line: velocity. Solid coloured line: chemograph of chemical. Note: gaps in 280 
chemograph are the two extended periods without samples. B) Bivariate plots of the relative flux against relative flow. C) Mass first flush ratio. The cumulative flux as a fraction of the total flux 281 
is plotted against the cumulative flow as a fraction of the total flow. Black lines: exponential function limit curves (Y = X0.862, Y = X1.159) around X-Y bisector. Colours in B) and C) correspond 282 
to the chemicals in the adjacent rows in A. 283 
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 284 
Figure 2. Boxplot of load estimates from the modelling exercise as a ratio of the true load calculated for each chemical. Each boxplot reflects the loads estimated from each estimator 285 
(interpolation, averaging, ratio and regression) from the 10,000 realisations at each sampling effort (2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128). Y-axis showing the ratio of estimated load/true load (red line) 286 
on a log 10 scale. X-axis is the number of samples collected (sampling effort). Box: 25
th
 and 75
th
 quartiles and median. Whiskers: 5
th
 and 95
th
 quantiles. Stars highlight if either the whisker of 287 
plot has exceeded beyond y-axis limits.  288 
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3.3.1 Differences in bias. 289 
Differences in bias were observed between the investigated estimators and between the 290 
investigated chemographs, but these were less pronounced compared to differences observed in 291 
precision. The averaging estimator had systematic bias for most chemicals except a few in the 292 
triazine class (atrazine, atrazine-desisopropyl and simazine); the tendency to underestimate or 293 
overestimate was chemical specific and appeared to be largely independent of sampling effort. The 294 
interpolation, ratio and regression estimators became essentially unbiased (< 5%) across all 295 
chemicals with increased sampling effort; for these estimators respectively, average bias was 23%, 296 
18% and 35% after 2 samples, 7%, 9% and 11% after 4 samples, and the average was < 5% for all 297 
chemicals after 8 samples. The interpolation and ratio estimators tended to underestimate loads 298 
whereas the bias for the regression estimator varied depending on chemical. Metolachlor, asulam 299 
and metribuzin caused the greatest bias in these estimators and more samples were required to be 300 
essentially unbiased for the ratio and regression estimators (up to 32 samples) compared to the 301 
interpolation estimator (8 samples). These chemicals shared similar chemograph patterns: the 302 
exponential decay resulted in most of the load being delivered during the rising limb of the 303 
hydrograph. 304 
The differences in bias therefore highlight the importance of appropriate estimator selection. 305 
Consider a situation where 8 samples were randomly collected during an event for metolachlor 306 
loads. The result could be essentially unbiased (interpolation) or biased by almost a factor of 2 307 
towards underestimating (ratio) or a factor of 1.75 towards overestimating (averaging) the load. 308 
Assuming the interpolation estimator was also used regardless of sampling effort and atrazine was 309 
estimated with 2 samples collected, there would be an underestimation bias of ~40% while the 310 
averaging estimator would be unbiased. Yet, if 4 samples were collected and loads estimated for 311 
atrazine, both estimators would be unbiased.  312 
  313 
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3.3.2 Differences in precision. 314 
Multiple permutations of the precision of a load estimate exist depending on the sampling effort, 315 
estimator and target chemical. From our results, it appears that while the estimator selected and 316 
sampling effort are important, the degree to which appropriate selection of either is important 317 
depends heavily on the relationship of the chemograph to the hydrograph of the target chemical. 318 
Consider one scenario where 4 samples were collected and the difference between the best and 319 
worst performing estimator in the robust CV are compared: the difference was less than 20% for FRP 320 
(7%), atrazine-desisopropyl (15%), atrazine-desethyl (19%), NH (19%) and imidacloprid (20%); 321 
alternatively, the difference was considerably higher for ametryn (87%) and asulam (93%). Similarly, 322 
consider a second scenario where this time the best estimator was selected but the difference in the 323 
robust CV was compared after quadrupling the sampling effort from 2 to 8 samples: for FRP, 324 
atrazine-desethyl and diuron, the robust CV would reduce by approximately 15%; for atrazine (63%) 325 
and NOX (80%) the difference was considerably higher; and for asulam and metolachlor, the robust 326 
CV would reduce by 110% and 123% respectively.  327 
The greatest precision was observed for FRP and the least precision was observed for metolachlor. 328 
Using the best performing estimator after 2 samples, the robust CV for metolachlor (averaging = 329 
180%) was approximately 160% greater than FRP (averaging = 20%); after 8 samples, the robust CV 330 
for metolachlor (interpolation = 54%) was still > 45% greater than FRP (interpolation = 8%); and to 331 
observe a difference of < 10% in the robust CV between metolachlor (interpolation = 9%) and FRP 332 
(interpolation = 2%), 32 samples over this 100-hour period would need to be collected. On the other 333 
hand, the requirements to a difference of < 10% for other chemicals such as atrazine, ametryn and 334 
NH and were markedly different. After collecting 8 samples, the maximum difference in the robust 335 
CV observed across the three chemicals for the interpolation, ratio, regression and averaging 336 
estimator was 3%, 16%, 6% and 13% respectively. These differences in precision between chemicals 337 
(from large to small) have important implications on developing a suitable monitoring program for a 338 
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broad suite of chemicals where the number of samples required to detect a reduction in loads may 339 
vary significantly. 340 
3.4 Uncertainties in load estimation. 341 
The loads reported in our study were subject to limitations. Sampling: the distance between location 342 
of samples collected and the location of the gauging station was approximately 3.2 km and the 343 
challenge of sampling in floodwaters (Novic et al. 2017). Chemical analysis: uncertainties in 344 
laboratory analysis were typically within ±15%. Flow measurement: heteroscedasticity in the 345 
residuals when modelling the discharge-stage relationship due to the geometry of the cross-section 346 
(SI 2) (Petersen-Overleir 2004); and flow exceeded the bankfull height by 0.58 m in which increases 347 
in flood depth above bankfull height cause progressively greater underestimations of discharge 348 
(McJannet et al. 2012). Such limitations are likely to affect the estimation of both concentration and 349 
flow and consequently the reported loads. 350 
Our study investigated the uncertainties related to the sampling and estimation of chemical loads. 351 
Even though it is outside the scope of this work, these uncertainties would be propagated by the 352 
inclusion of analytical and flow measurement uncertainties (Harmel et al. 2006, Ort et al. 2010). For 353 
the former, floods do not increase uncertainties as long as standard operating procedures are 354 
implemented (ISO 2014). For the latter however, floodwaters complicate an already challenging task 355 
of accurate flow measurements – particularly with irregular cross-sections or poor conditions (Sauer 356 
and Meyer 1992). In addition, over bank flow has been shown to affect load estimations by 357 
underestimating discharge in tropical Australian catchments by 15% (Wallace et al. 2009). This 358 
further highlights the challenge of reliable load estimates. 359 
3.5 Transferability of results. 360 
The chemicals investigated in our study help indicate the extent of differences in uncertainty across 361 
numerous combinations of chemograph and hydrograph patterns for the same estimator and 362 
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sampling effort. As we stated in the Introduction however, the uncertainty and best performing 363 
estimator observed for each chemical here are not transferable because the pattern of and 364 
relationship between the chemograph and hydrograph will be different for each chemical during 365 
each sampling period (e.g. catchment characteristics and antecedent conditions). The remainder of 366 
the paper will therefore aim to set out a rationale towards guiding estimator selection in future 367 
sampling periods. 368 
Each estimator has assumptions where, depending on the relationship between the chemograph 369 
and hydrograph, the bias and precision of the estimator may improve or worsen. A correct estimator 370 
in load estimation should therefore decrease in uncertainty as the level of agreement with its 371 
assumptions increases. The averaging estimator (eq. 5) assumes that concentration and flow are 372 
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) random variables; systematic bias was evident despite 373 
simple random sampling and this bias varied depending on the transport processes showing that it is 374 
an incorrect estimator. Interpolation methods assume ergodicity and stationarity of the time-series 375 
based on the sampling regime; meeting its assumptions and reducing uncertainty therefore 376 
increases as sampling frequency increases and is a correct estimator. The ratio estimator assumes 377 
that the relationship between the flux and flow is a straight line through the origin with the variance 378 
of the flux being proportional to flow; and the regression estimator (eq. 7) assumes a bivariate 379 
normal distribution as well as a straight line between concentration and flow that does not have to 380 
go through the origin (Cochran 1977). The coefficient of determination (r
2
) can therefore be used to 381 
assess whether ratio or regression are correct estimators. The r
2
 coefficient is a dimensionless unit 382 
that measures the goodness-of fit of the data to the estimator assumptions. Increases in the r
2
 383 
coefficient indicate an increased level of agreement with model assumptions, and if the ratio or 384 
regression estimator is correct, this should result in increased precision. Chemicals with low r
2
 385 
coefficients will therefore require more samples to have the same performance as chemicals with 386 
high r
2
 coefficients. 387 
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To illustrate how the r
2
 coefficient can be transferred to alternative sampling periods, three 388 
hydrograph patterns and 14 chemographs patterns were simulated resulting in 42 different 389 
chemograph-hydrograph permutations in Figure 3 to complement the 13 patterns observed in our 390 
study. The hydrographs in the top row of each subplot indicate three generic runoff processes 391 
depending on catchment characteristics (geomorphological and hydrological): early flow peak, late 392 
flow peak and multiple peaks. The chemographs in the top row indicate a range of different 393 
processes: dilution control, flow dependence, pulses with varying rates of decay (linear and 394 
exponential), lagged response times (linear and exponential), multiple pulses of similar or decreasing 395 
magnitude and stable concentrations. The corresponding relationships between the chemograph 396 
and hydrograph in the top row are plotted in the bottom row plotting flux against flow and indicate 397 
different hysteretic processes (e.g. clockwise and counter-clockwise loops). 398 
 399 
Figure 3. Artificial data sets with 14 subplots (a-n). Top row of each subplot are the relationship between the chemograph 400 
(black line) with three different hydrograph patterns (blue, red, gold). Bottom row of each subplot are bivariate plots of flux 401 
against flow and the r
2
 (flux-flow) coefficient for each regression is provided above each plot. The colour in each regression 402 
corresponds to the colours used for the hydrographs in their corresponding above plot.  403 
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 404 
From the artificial data sets, uncertainty was modelled in the same way for real data (see Section 405 
2.4). The robust CV was then plotted against the r
2
 coefficient of each chemograph-hydrograph 406 
relationship using both real and artificial data with increases in this coefficient indicating an increase 407 
in agreement with the assumptions of the ratio and regression estimator. (For the ratio estimator, 408 
the regression of flux against flow was forced through the origin to meet its assumptions). No 409 
relationship between the robust CV and the r
2
 (concentration-flow) coefficient was observed for the 410 
regression estimator. However, a linear correlation was observed for the ratio estimator across each 411 
sampling effort using Pearson’s correlation coefficient with ρ < 0.0001 suggesting it is a correct 412 
estimator (Figure 4). With our real data, this helps explain why large differences could be observed 413 
between FRP and metolachlor and smaller differences could be observed between NH, ametryn 414 
and atrazine at the same sampling effort. Finally, it is interesting to note that the artificial data had 415 
1000 time steps while the real data had 300 time steps, yet the same sampling effort (e.g. 4/1000 416 
and 4/300) at similar r
2
 (flux-flow) coefficients yielded similar robust CVs. 417 
 418 
 419 
Figure 4. Relating the robust CV (estimator performance) to the r
2
 (flux-flow) coefficient. Robust CV was plotted against the 420 
r
2
 (flux-flow) coefficient for each chemograph-hydrograph relationship using both real and artificial data. Higher values on 421 
the x-axis indicate an increased agreement with the ratio estimator’s assumptions. Circles: artificial data; stars: real data.  422 
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 423 
In modelling uncertainty, we subsampled from the original data set using simple random sampling 424 
and estimated mass loads with simple estimators. With simple random sampling, no assumptions 425 
are made on the functional form or frequency distribution of the chemograph or hydrograph while 426 
only limited assumptions are made with simple estimators (abovementioned). The block bootstrap, 427 
for example, is a useful resampling technique for dealing with autocorrelated data in a time-series. 428 
However, while this approach would likely result in improved precision and reductions in bias, the 429 
trade-off would be forming conclusions that are applicable beyond the chemograph-hydrograph 430 
relationships observed in this study. Similarly, there is a trade-off with complex estimators (which 431 
incorporate system processes) that may provide improved performance for one chemical at the 432 
expense of reduced performance for all others that do not meet its stricter assumptions. The value 433 
of this approach is therefore in its general applicability for estimating chemical loads and extends 434 
beyond the chemicals or transport processes observed in this study. 435 
A couple limitations exist to using the r
2
 (flux-flow) coefficient. Firstly, even though the r
2
 coefficient 436 
assumes data are either i.i.d or have weak dependence, autocorrelation exists in both flow and 437 
concentration and this autocorrelation may affect precision even with simple random sampling. 438 
Previous studies have highlighted the robustness of the ratio estimator to autocorrelation and our 439 
findings in both real (Figure 2) and artificial data (Figure 4) confirm this. This robustness as well as 440 
the monotonic relation and linearity of the r
2
 (flux-flow) coefficient and robust CV improve as 441 
sampling effort increases. Secondly, limited samples can only provide an estimate of the true r
2
 (flux-442 
flow) coefficient and the sampled data may not reflect this. The density plots of the estimated r
2
 443 
(flux-flow) coefficients from the sampled data in the 10,000 realisations highlight this challenge, 444 
particularly with low sampling efforts (SI 3). Sufficient samples therefore need to be collected to 445 
understand the r
2
 (flux-flow) coefficient. 446 
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There are differences between standard OLS regressions between concentration and flow and 447 
regressions of flux against flow and these are worth highlighting (Figure 5). A stable chemograph has 448 
a concentration that is independent of flow (r
2
 = 0) but a flux that is completely dependent on flow 449 
(r
2
 = 1). A chemograph that changes proportional or inversely proportional to flow has a 450 
concentration that is completely dependent on flow in both scenarios (r
2
 = 1); in contrast, the 451 
dependence of flux on flow is higher for the former than the latter and the coefficient can also 452 
change depending on the hydrograph structure. The coefficient of the flux-flow regression is 453 
dependent on the rate of decay, timing, magnitude and number of pulses in relation to the 454 
hydrograph (Figure 3). For example, consider a single pulse in concentration at the beginning of 455 
direct runoff: the r
2
 (flux-flow) coefficient will decrease for early peak flow hydrographs and increase 456 
for late peak flow hydrographs the faster the decay from the peak in concentration.  457 
 458 
Figure 5. Artificial data sets. a) Relationship between the hydrograph (dotted red line) and three different chemographs 459 
(grayscale); b) linear regressions of flux against flow; c) linear regressions of concentration against flow. The colour in each 460 
regression in (b) and (c) corresponds to the colours used for the chemographs in (a). 461 
 462 
3.6 Guidance on estimator selection. 463 
Three criteria are presented to guide estimator selection: (1) the correct estimator should be 464 
selected if it is available and (2) in the absence of a correct estimator (or knowledge of a correct 465 
estimator), an unbiased estimator should be selected. (3) Finally, a cost-effective alternative to 466 
choosing the correct estimator is to utilise a composite sampling approach. 467 
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(1) Increased sampling effort increases the likelihood that inflections in the chemograph are 468 
sampled. The interpolation estimator therefore becomes more correct as sampling effort increases. 469 
If enough samples are collected, the interpolation estimator should be used irrespective of the 470 
relationship between the chemograph and hydrograph and its agreement with other estimator 471 
assumptions. If an insufficient number of samples are collected to warrant the use of the 472 
interpolation estimator, from our above discussion, the r
2
 coefficient of flux against flow may be a 473 
useful tool that can guide estimator selection. It can identify when the ratio is the most appropriate 474 
estimator to use based on its assumptions. The ratio is correct for chemicals with higher r
2
 (flux-flow) 475 
coefficients (e.g. r
2
 > 0.9), though defining this threshold is arbitrary. For modest or low (all other) r
2
 476 
coefficients, there is no correct estimator based on the relationship between the chemograph and 477 
hydrograph only. (Though the averaging and interpolation estimators did perform best for these 478 
coefficients and are more robust to chemographs that are inverse to the hydrograph). 479 
(2) In the absence of a correct estimator, the most appropriate estimator should be unbiased. In this 480 
case, the interpolation (eq. 8), ratio (eq. 10) or regression (eq. 14) estimators are recommended (see 481 
section 3.3.1). Selection of either should depend on how the samples collected affect the 482 
assumptions of the estimator based on the relationship between the chemograph and hydrograph. 483 
For example, consider estimating mass loads for atrazine which exhibited a pulse in the rising limb of 484 
the hydrograph. If more samples were collected on the rising limb, the inflection points would be 485 
better sampled, but the ratio between flux and flow would be unrepresentative; in this case, the 486 
interpolation estimator should be used. If more samples were collected on the recession limb, the 487 
inflection points would not be sampled well, but the ratio between flux and flow would be more 488 
representative; and in this case, the ratio estimator should be used.  489 
(3) Composite sampling is an alternative to the approaches discussed in this study and has shown its 490 
efficacy in load estimation (Shih et al. 1994, Stone et al. 2000, King and Harmel 2003, Harmel et al. 491 
2006). Averaging methods work best when the whole range of flow is sampled (Quilbe et al. 2006) 492 
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and a flow-proportional composite sample similarly produces less bias than a time-proportional 493 
composite sample (Stone et al. 2000, Ort et al. 2010). The averaging estimator (eq. 5) 494 
mathematically expresses a composite sampling approach and highlights its potential usefulness in 495 
deriving total loads with reduced analytical cost even if not sampled proportional to time or flow. 496 
The chemograph of metolachlor, where a peak is followed by exhaustion, highlights a circumstance 497 
where there was no effect in reducing bias despite increasing the amount of samples contributing to 498 
a single composite sample. Stratifying samples by rising and recession limb (assuming these strata 499 
characterise different chemograph processes) to form two composite samples can reduce bias (see 500 
Figure 6). In addition, it is most useful if the samples collected were skewed towards periods where 501 
the majority of loads were transported. For the case of metolachlor, this was during the rising limb 502 
where 84% of the load was delivered.  503 
 504 
Figure 6. Comparing non-stratified and stratified distributions of the averaging estimator (composite sample) for 505 
metolachlor with 8 samples collected. Samples are stratified by rising and recession limb. Plot A includes all 10,000 506 
realisations (non-stratified distribution is the same distribution for metolachlor in Figure 2).   Plots B, C and D separate part 507 
of the distribution of plot A by sampling strategy (i.e. where samples were collected along the hydrograph). 508 
4.0 Conclusion 509 
Our study has highlighted not only the variability in chemograph patterns across numerous 510 
chemicals in a single event, but the extent to which this variability can affect uncertainty. Differences 511 
in the dependence on flow, presence and timing of pulses, and in the magnitude of dilution is 512 
problematic for sampling programs targeting multiple chemicals for load estimation: a sampling 513 
effort may be sufficient for one chemical, but insufficient for another. The variability in the 514 
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chemograph patterns and r
2
 (flux-flow) coefficients among herbicides presented in this work 515 
compared to nutrients, while limited, suggest that both the uncertainty and the variability in 516 
uncertainty may be greater for this analyte group and will require more samples to provide useful 517 
load estimates. Useful load estimates are not just reliant on increased sampling effort however, but 518 
also selection of the correct estimator. Incorrect estimator selection can result in systematic bias 519 
that cannot necessarily be compensated by increased sampling effort. This selection should be 520 
guided by meeting estimator assumptions to which knowledge on transport processes is important. 521 
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Highlights. 
- Herbicide transport showed a lower dependence on flow compared to nutrients 
- Uncertainty is related to the relationship between the chemograph and hydrograph 
- The correlation between flux and flow can help guide estimator selection 
- Choice of estimator can be crucial depending on chemograph and sampling strategy 
- Usefulness of load estimates rely on sufficient sampling effort 
